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Introduction
What’s in a name? Can it be the power of life or death? Opportunity
or closed doors or imprisonment? Hope or disillusionment? As Fuller’s
School of World Mission changed its name to School of Intercultural
Studies, we encountered all of the above to some degree or another. This
paper follows the journey of the name change process, looking at various
factors that drove the process as well as the hurdles that had to be overcome.
I will use two leadership theories that will help frame the process and give
understanding to the significance of certain steps and decisions along the
way.

Theoretical Frames
Ronald A. Heifetz and Marty Linsky introduced the concepts of
technical change in contrast to adaptive change.1 Technical change is
applying current knowledge and know-how to solve a problem and can
usually be easily done. Adaptive change requires new learning, culture
change, and new ways of working. Change might require new habits,
new beliefs, new priorities, or new loyalties. Because this kind of change
requires people at all levels of an organization to think and act differently
about a situation or a problem to be solved, the opportunity for leadership
failure is greater, and the challenges are compounded.2
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School of World Mission and Institute of Church Growth became
SWM (pronounced “swim”), gradually, over the years, dropping Institute
of Church Growth in the everyday use of our name (though it was still
officially part of our name as some senior faculty would periodically remind
us). This had been a gradual technical change. However, changing both
School of World Mission and Institute of Church Growth to something
else proved to be an adaptive challenge that meant a complete paradigm
shift for many navigating complex adaptive changes. This concept of an
adaptive challenge or adaptive change is one frame for understanding the
name change process at Fuller.
The second theoretical frame comes from Lee G. Bolman and Terrance
E. Deal who introduce the concept of four frames that help a leader analyze
and view an organizational structure from different perspectives.3 The four
frames are Structural, Human Resource, Political, and Symbolic.
These frames will help us see the hurdles and why they were so
important to address along the way. For lasting change to happen, the
political and symbolic frames are the most likely to become critical hurdles
and are the ones that are in focus for this paper.
A leader ignores the political frame at their own risk. The informal
power coalitions have the potential to undermine or derail any change
process and blindside a leader who is unaware of their power and/or has not
built allies in the change process. The political powers are not necessarily
negative forces, but their presence must be recognized and can be used for
positive results, or, if ignored, can totally derail a change effort.4
The symbolic frame describes the anchors that hold an institution or
group on track. These include things like vision, rituals, symbols, history,
and stories that define the institution.5 For SWM these included things
like the commitment to missions, to training those who would be working
with unreached peoples around the world, and McGavran’s missiology and
church growth. We have a history of scholar-practitioners—faculty who
have been on the mission field, bringing significant first-hand experience
3
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along with their scholarly studies and on-going research to the academic
context. We needed to be sure that any change did not lose these historical
anchors and clearly provided continuity with our original vision.

The Initial Pressures for Change
The initial impetus for change came from our alums who were serving
in closed countries (most frequently Muslim contexts) including the Arab
world, communist countries, China, and Indonesia. Dudley Woodberry,
our Professor of Islamic Studies and Dean from 1993-1999, was receiving
regular reports of visas being denied, revoked, or not renewed if they
referenced their SWM degrees because of the word “mission” in their
school names and /or degrees. Their other option was to not mention the
school and degree at all, which then lessened their credentials in a visa
application process.
During the 1990s and early 2000s, we received a steady stream and an
increasing number of such reports. The ultimate example was an alum who
had been given permission to start a training institute in an Arab country,
only to have it revoked and then given 24 hours to leave the country when
his credentials were reviewed and his SWM degree was discovered with
the word “mission” in it. At that point, for Woodberry, the need for the
name change was absolutely imperative and the sooner the better.6
When Sherwood Lingenfelter became Dean of SWM in 1999, he got
permission to use a DBA of School of Intercultural Studies as an alternate
diploma. This worked as long as the visa-issuing embassies only looked at
the paper diploma and did not investigate the Fuller web site which clearly
named the school as School of World Mission. Thus it quickly became
clear that the simple structural change was not the permanent solution,
and, at best, only a temporary band aid.7
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Then the attacks of 9/11 became the ultimate tipping point and created
both a new interest in Islamic studies, mission to the Muslims, as well as
the critical awareness of the word “mission” in our name creating a barrier
to even being able to access Muslim contexts.

Step One: Agreement among the SWM Faculty
In the fall of 2001, the faculty, began discussions under Lingenfelter’s
direction.Though conversations were on-going from the previous years, they
took on a new urgency after 9/11. As part of gathering both information
and support for the name change process, Lingenfelter authorized a survey
sent to all SWM graduates. The response was generally in favor of the
name change: 151 of 204 responses said “yes” to the name change, with a
wide variety of suggestions for a new name.8
By the winter of 2002, most agreed that the name should be changed,
but we could not agree on changed to what?? A committee was established
to create some guidelines for the name change, including tenured faculty:
Charles Van Engen, Dudley Woodberry, Wilbert Shenk, and Eddie
Gibbs.9 Initially, as we looked at possible names, we were looking at names
that seemed to be unique, that would enable us to continue to stand out as
a flagship school training those who were seeking a career in missions. We
looked at names, but we had no agreement as most of them seemed too
narrow and thus did not really describe the totality of who we were, or were
too similar to secular business or international programs.
In May, Lingenfelter told us that the window of opportunity was
probably closing—we needed to make a decision and move the process
forward to the Faculty Senate, Joint Faculty, and the Board of Trustees.
8

Six Hundred graduates were contacted, with 204 responses. Some of the
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Otherwise we would have to wait another five years or more. At that
meeting, Chuck Kraft suggested that what we really needed was a name
that would allow us to go “under the radar” and not stand out. It was one
of those “Aha” moments that caught everyone’s attention. Before we were
through we were in agreement to put forth the name School of Intercultural
Studies, the same name being used by Biola and other schools.
At our October, 2002, Faculty Meeting, the motion was passed to put
forward the name of School of Intercultural Studies which was already
reflected in the name of various degrees, e.g. Masters of Intercultural
Studies, and PhD in Intercultural Studies.10
At this point the “push” factors were the challenges that our alums
were facing that were hindering their ability to do the work of mission in
the creative access countries and Muslim contexts. The initial resistance
came from older faculty who had been at the school for 15-25 years, and
were not particularly impacted in their mission contexts by these kinds of
visa restrictions and denials. A number could be described as “neutral” and
so were open to considering the possibility of a name change, and were
eventually persuaded. But this process took a good six months of ongoing
discussions both in and outside of faculty gatherings.
The next hurdle was the rest of the Seminary and the Board of Trustees.
The requested name change went through the Seminary channels pretty
quickly, but the Board of Trustees proved challenging.11
Step Two: Approval from the Board of Trustees
In November, 2002, the request was presented to the Academic Affairs
Committee of the Board of Trustees, and approved to be presented to the
entire Board.12 However at the Board meeting, the vote, while it passed,
was so close that the Chair of the Board made the decision to table the
final vote until further background research could be presented.13 This was
10
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a major, unexpected hurdle. Suddenly it was clear that this was not going to
be as easy a decision process as everyone had hoped for and had anticipated.
There were some very strong voices on the Board against the name change.
This was clearly now an adaptive challenge that needed careful guidance to
proceed. From the perspective of the Political Frame, this decision proved
to be well-grounded. Time allowed for greater unity to be built and bring
the Board together in support of the decision, keeping unity in the Board.14
Thus in January 2003, C. Douglas McConnell, as the Dean-elect, to
take office in March 2003, was given the mandate to shepherd the name
change process through the Board of Trustees. As Lingenfelter noted,
McConnell could speak from the perspective of the mission world, because
he came from the position of International Director of Pioneers. McConnell
also brought significant experience in leadership and leadership change.
Furthermore, because Lingenfelter was both Provost and Acting Dean, he
did not have the time and flexibility in his schedule to do the necessary
work to gather the needed votes among the trustees.15
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Figure 1 provides a visual picture of the forces for and against change
as of January 2003. The biggest factors to deal with were the Board’s
unwillingness to act on a split decision and the vocal, adamant opposition
to the name change on the Board. The continued open door for change was
in the willingness of the Board to table the proposal, rather than reject it,
and to hear further support for the name change. The background and role
of McConnell became critical to the next steps.
McConnell’s background included leadership and change dynamics.
So, working with the Chair of the Board of Trustees, he began to contact a
group of key trustees to both understand their issues and to work towards
building a coalition for change. McConnell describes several key people
he worked with: one was very supportive and became a key mentor in
understanding the Board and the Board processes, but another was a key
opponent of the name change who was a strong, vocal, and persuasive
voice on the Board. McConnell’s goal was to build enough of a supportive
coalition from Board members so that those who were neutral could be
persuaded, and that even if strong adamant voices could not be persuaded,
their ability to control the vote could be minimized.
At the March 2003 Board meeting, an Ad Hoc SWM Name Change
Committee had been formed, and worked to identify the primary
constituencies (SWM faculty; students, graduates, and supporters; mission
organizations and movements, and the larger world), and their concerns.
McConnell was able to frame the name change in terms of entrance and
access to contexts for mission, countering the concern that we were moving
away from our primary purpose of mission. Using a well-documented
presentation, McConnell was also able to present support from previous
Deans, particularly Paul Pierson and Woodberry, key faculty, and graduates.
Several alternate names were discussed, but the primary focus was on the
School of Intercultural Studies. He reported that the committee would
bring a proposal for a vote at the June meeting, with a plan for the roll out
of the new name connected with the installation of McConnell as the new
Dean in Fall 2003.16 Figure 2 shows the change in forces working for and
against the name change. The strongest force against the name change was
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some continued, but limited, vocal objections from those who still thought
this name change was moving away from the initial and primary purpose
of the school related to mission.

Step Three: Roll Out of the New Name
With approval of the name change to School of Intercultural
Studies (SIS), the next challenge was how to communicate this to all
the constituents. Fuller did not have a Marketing Department then as
we do now, so the responsibility for spreading the news was in the hands
of McConnell and the SIS Dean’s office.17 McConnell and the faculty
developed a list of “Talking Points” to help communicate the reasons
behind the name change.18 The central theme was to stress that the new
name would enable us to do the same purpose and goals we have always
done, but to be able to do it in a way that allows people to have access to
otherwise closed or limited access contexts in order to share the Gospel
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message. We were also committed to protecting the safety and well-being
of our alumni/ae and their families as they traveled throughout the world.
We remain committed to high quality education and training, but making
the changes to enable us to do it better in a changing world context. These
Talking Points were a way to anchor the change in the historical vision and
values of SWM: our name has changed, but we have not; we are now able
to do what we have always done and do it better. The other anchor was the
celebration of McConnell’s installation in Fall 2003. All these took into
account the importance of the Symbolic Frame as an important way to
stabilize the new name and minimize possible damaging fall out.
Of the four major constituents that had been identified, contacting
the students was probably the easiest. They had been part of on-campus
discussions and caught the significance of the new name for their futures in
spreading the Gospel message. At this time the dean also sent letters to all
alumni/ae and donors. Over the Fall of 2003 and Winter 2004, McConnell
spent a lot of time on the phone, in lunches, and other meetings with
key donors. Pierson’s support for the name change was critical in these
conversations as many of the donors had been recruited under his deanship
and his connections.19
The name change was announced in major publications like Missiology
and EMQ with only subtle changes in the ads, emphasizing that we were
the same Fuller school that we had always been. In the ads, there was no
big announcement of the name change.

Step Four: Dealing with the Fall Out of the New Name
As with any major change, there was some fallout. We did lose donors,
and did lose one pledge for an endowed chair, though the Seminary was
able to recapture this for one of the other schools.
We did see a drop in students, and continue to struggle with this
challenge. But other factors have also impacted this drop, such as the
greater restrictions on student visas for international students including the
increased requirements for financial guarantees, and the general economic
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downturns that have impacted graduate schools in general. Thus we cannot
contribute all of the downturn in enrollment to the name change, though
at least part of it was expected.
One of the more fun challenges was what would we be called on campus.
School of World Mission had been shortened to SWM, pronounced
“swim.” But the acronym of School of Intercultural Studies was to be SIS
and we did not want to be called “sis.” The School of Theology was S O
T not “sot,” and the School of Psychology was S O P not “sop.” So when
anyone from the other schools tried to call us “sis” we would respond,
politely that we were S I S, unless of course they wanted to be called sop or
sot. It worked, and very few people try to call us “sis” anymore!

Reflection on the Four Frames
As a reflection on the change process, I have found it valuable to
reflect on each of the four frames from Bolman and Deal and how they
can provide insights into the change process.
From the perspective of the Structural, SWM was the smallest of the
schools with ongoing tensions and marginalization from the School of
Theology. This left SWM, as McConnell described it, in an unprotected
relationship with the Seminary as a whole. Thus we carried the full
responsibility for navigating the name change process and bearing the
burden of any fallout.20 As an encouraging note, this relationship between
the two schools has changed dramatically over the past 10-15 years to
where there is a significant increase in both respect and cooperation
between the schools. The name change may have played an indirect part in
this transformation, but not directly.
From the perspective of the Human Resource frame, SIS has been
better able to protect our graduates. In addition to the name change on
the web page, degrees are now in line with the new name: Master of
Arts in Intercultural Studies, PhD in Intercultural Studies. The Doctor
of Missiology has the alternate nomenclature of Doctor of Intercultural
Studies which students may choose at the time they submit forms for
graduation. In addition Students may petition for a diploma and transcript
that reads Fuller Graduate Schools, School of Intercultural Studies, rather
20
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than Fuller Theological Seminary. While this is a DBA alternative, it
has proved helpful for some graduates where their lives or ministries are
potentially in danger.
The Political frame is the most important to consider in this change
process. McConnell worked to clearly identify the various factors and
constituencies for and against the name change, and then developing
and clearly articulating the arguments that addressed their interests and
concerns. The political coalitions on the Board of Trustees were important
forces to address directly and to persuade regarding the importance of
the name change. Ultimately, their votes were critical and they were the
ultimate decision makers in the process. If McConnell had not navigated
the challenges of gathering support in a conscientious and careful manner,
the name change could have gotten stalled and permanently tabled by the
Board. The Political frame also provided insights for creating the Talking
Points, and interacting with donors, mission agencies, and the public on
the name change.
The Symbolic frame was equally important both in the navigation of
the name change through the Board of Trustees, and also in the rollout to
the various constituencies. Anchoring the name change in SWM history,
values, and purpose were essential to the positive reception of the new
name. Given the ongoing fallout of the 9/11 attacks and the renewed
interest in reaching the Muslim world with the Gospel message, students
and graduates were able to grasp the importance of the new name.

Lessons Learned from This Name Change Process
In my conversation with McConnell, he identified several key lessons
that we learned from this name change process:
1. Don’t underestimate the power of a negative voice on a
committee, as in the strong, vocal opposition on the Board.
2. Likewise, the power of a significant ally and mentor on
the Board of Trustees was invaluable.
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3. We would have done well to publicize the name change
more broadly through articles in journals, and newspapers
that explained the process we had gone through to arrive
at the new name and the ongoing commitment to the
same mission of the school. This is a place where the
current Marketing Department has proved helpful.
4. Having the right person to lead the change process was
important. Lingenfelter, as both Provost and acting Dean
was not in a place to be able to devote the necessary time
and effort to navigate the change. McConnell because of
his background as a mission leader and having studied in
leadership change was the right person at the right time
to be able to devote energy and leadership to the entire
process. Ultimately it took a team of players to reach the
final decision.
While there are still occasional voices that continue to question the
wisdom of the name change from School of World Mission to School of
Intercultural studies, over ten years later everyone has accepted the new
name and are now looking at other changes we need to navigate. “The only
constant in life is change.”
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